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this is the story of a great workplace in the heart of germany. our customers are from the automotive industry and an important customer
requirement is that its engineers be able to communicate with each other. the company in question wanted a system that worked well and
was easy to use. its engineers could make changes without having to go through the it department. the final result was eplan engineering

configuration. dr. matthias kuessel, the engineering manager of the company, told us, “after the first successful implementation, i was
convinced that eplan engineering configuration was the right solution for our company.” and the rest, as they say, is history. within less

than two years eplan engineering configuration was installed in all of the company’s manufacturing facilities. the group now uses the
system for managing all of the engineering work for their plants. the software ensures consistency in the design of all of the plants. when a
change is made, the documents and the changes are automatically updated in all of the plants. the application is used for the design of the
entire plant from the central control systems, such as the drivers and i&c engineering, to the quality control. the product is highly scalable

and can be used for even complex engineering needs. the top module, eplan pro panel, supports more than 1,000 devices on 1,500
workstations and the lower module, eplan electric p8, supports 1,000 devices on 600 workstations. matthias kuessel is now convinced that

eplan engineering configuration is the right solution for any company needing a system that facilitates collaboration among engineers.
eplan engineering configuration is an indispensable tool in any workshop, plant or office.
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